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2. To be administered at 7+ for puzzling cases of nrm-attainment. This
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might include the "slow learning" child who can be equally affected
Ly dyslexic-tyre confusions in symbolic material as well as lesser

C4 all round intellectual fund' nine.
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THE ASTON INDEX

A pilot instrument' of dyslexic-type language difficulties

M. ThoMpson

Within the context of individual differences amongst children it is '/

now considered by many educationists and researchers that a possibility
exists of some children entering school at 5 years of age with an'underlying
psycho-motor organisation not favouring the acouisition of consistent
ordered symbolic learning. This type of symbolic learning is essential'
for the easy acquisition of reading, spelling and fluent writing with
their key constraints cf consistently ordered symbols and seouences of
spelling. It is well known that poor socio- economic factors, so-called
illiterate homes, cultural differences, deprived pre school expeiiences
and emcticnal disturbances can he serious disadvantages for young school
beginners. Teachers are in general aware of such events. The hypotheses
presented here are derived from researches in neurology, peuropsychology,
psychology and linguistics. From these sources it arpears that in many
cases of language learning difficulties there is a pattern of presenting
symptoms which onstitutes a "categcry".

This pattern may include:

A non - resolution of dominance for hand, eye, or language area in the
brain.
A familial incidence, of left-hqnded or ambilateral members.
A familial incidence of difficulties in reading, spellinl,, fluent
writing.
Somctimes a familial incidence of succeqs in "sratial" occupations,
e.g. civil or mechanical engineerinr, art, design,..archits.cture,
athletics, pattdrn making.
Late development of speech and language patterning in the child.
Inability to produce a consistent cory of directional symbolic material.
Reversal, inversion of symbolic form and language material.
Sometimes clumsiness and "accident proneness".
Sometimes early success in. Perceptual-mo;tor tasks, e.g. form boards;
constructional toys, jigsaws, etc. (Newton 1972).

1

All of these symptoms need not be present, nor need. they be present
in an extreme degree. Sometimes there is a minimal difficulty presenting
a "maturational lag" and post-zoning the aiility tc acquire symbolic, direction-
al material until a later age - say 8, 9 or 10 years of age.

With these concepts in mind, it has been possible to construct
diagnostic instrument which may be used in the fcllowing manner:

To 1-e administered after the child has been in school attendance for'
about 6 months and when the teacher has noticed cifficulties in
expected attainment discrepant with apparent "intelligence" and social,
competence.
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General Underlyingq\lility

1 Picture reco'rnitic\

8. Goodencuch
4. Copying geometrical designs

4
Family History

2. Focal ulary

1. Laterality
2. Birth history
3. Knowledge of left and riche
4. Socio-cultural setting

Performance Items

1. WrZto or copy name 3 times
2. Visual sequential memory
3. Digits - forward and reverse
4. Sound blending.
5. Sound discrimination

FORM II

General 'Underlying

1. Coodenourh
2. vocabulary items
1. Copying geometrical designs

family History

1. Laterality.
2. Bir history
3. owledge of left and rirht
4. Socir-cultural setting

Perf-xmance Items

1. Feeding Schonell
2. Spelling Schonell
3. Free writing
4. Graphombtor
5. Visual seruential memory
C. Auditory seouential memory
7. Sound Llendinr
8. Sound discrimination

Form 1 is for use with children who have been in school about 6 months.
The area of 'general underlying ability° is included to measure the child's
ability to r,ive verbal labels to the world around him; obviously before
reading and writing can be-attempted the ability to\concentualise objects
is of paramount irmortanoe (early verbaliSations conSist mainly of nouns).
Related to this i.8'the vocabulary scale which locks At the ability to
extract-meaninc: from words and identifies the receptiVe understanding of

the child. Reading and writing cannotYrrogress in a Satisfactory manner
'if the Child dcrivesnc meaning from the words he is using. (Many children,

,however, although understanding verbal concepts and semantics, are still
unable to aceuire'the automatic, sequential and arlitrary skills involved

in written language. The Index assesses such potential'in the nerformance
Section.) The Goodenough 'Draw-a-man' test is included to obtain some

idea of the child's general ability. Tho results yielded ry this apparently
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simple rawjng test have Leen founti to corrolzte highly with cores obtained
from her individual measuies cf intellic-once. It is necessary to establish
such "readiness" levels, as a chile with slow learninr potentiol (i.e. of
low M.A.) may be atrisk anyway in his ability to acquire the crncentual
framework, as well as gossip' difficulties in rercertual skills.

Copyinr Fecmetrical designs recUirqs the child to draw the shanes of
a circles square, triangle and diamond. Porformance -n this task gives
a measure of the perccrtuo-motor development of the child. i.t 5 or 6
years old most children should he aLlc to reproduce ja circle and a square,
and/at M. 7 years are able to copy adequately a triangle and a diamond.
As well as e clinical and observational experience cf the writers and
many other educationists on thee indices of develrnmental stages, these
items have their origin in well standardised and acce7ted tests such as the
E.P:V.T.? Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, and Goodenough Test; thus
providing the rationale,hehind the 'general underlying ability' ccncent.

The seccnd area ux,lores the family Lackgrcund and child's laterality.
The type of specific reading difficulty under investigation is often 1 ,
familial one, as well, as !eing associated with underlying patterns of
laterality and cerebral dominance. The child's laterality is therefore
enloree,by a number cf items investigatinF handedness, 'footedness', eyed-
ness, tc. A rattern of inconsistent laterality (e.g. left eye /right hand)
or un crtain and ccnfuse handedness could to indicative of difficulties in4')

orde ing and secuencing tie uni-directional task cf reading. The pattern
off mily laterality is also feted because an indication of uncertaip domin-
ance and c-nfused laterality cften revealed $n these cases, together with
a history of ncor spelling or reading, gives an insight into the familial
and genetic nature of the disability (Critchley Orton, Newton. Naidoo,

\., Zangwill and many others).

If rossible, the firth history is also noted,°as frequently an 'at-
risk' birth may give rise to later difficulties in symbolic types of learn-
ing at school (Kawi & Pasamanick).

It is also well established that rsychcrenic factors may !lock the
acquisition of symbolic learning; a cuestion is included to cover these
more sccio-cultural influences.

The performance items forming the thid part of Form I are those which
have Leen found to correlate with this type cf reading difficulty. The
visual sequential sub-tests and the auditory,seruential (digits forward
and reverse) sub-tests are included. These give an indication of the
ability the child has to order sounds or symbols in an arbitrary sequence,
which is of paramount importance in this directional task. The nautre of
the tasks to be learnt (readinu, spelling, writing) requires the rercen-
titn,'retention, and the reproduction of sounds and symbols in an order
and secuenct (Naidoo, Thomben, Goldberg). The visual sequential memory
consists of symbols and rictures in sequence which the child has to nut in
the correct crder after having a seruence shown to him by the tester. The
digit span consists Is the child repeating a series of digits in the same
order, and in the sunnd test, in the reverse order. Poor performance
in theseiser.uencing tr-cs of task wculd arain be 'indicative cf a srecific
directional and secuencinr difficulty.

A sound-blendinr silltest is included to measure the alility to make
a meaningful word from its constituent sounds (e.p. c-a-t makes ? - again
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often a particular difficulty) and'also to give the teacher some idea of
the efficacy of a phonic approach to reading. Relative superiority in
either the visual or auditory suhtest would cf course have important
remedial implications, e.g. a stress 'n the fetter skill to accuire scme
readinr.with "overleaAing teaching to improve the weaker. Finally., a
sound discrimination test is included t-' test simply the ability of the
child to repeat words that are spoken to him, as e crude auditory acuity
measure. Special attention is dirpeted to initial and final sounds. Both
these tests relate to the ability k.o distinguish phonemes, and to blend
these together to make symbolic sense (Bannatyne,'Shankweiler & Liberman).

Form II consists cf the spme items as Form I fcr the performance
section, exce-t that the Picture Recognition hlts teen droned from the

. general ability section and it is suggested that other general ability
measures such as E.P.V.T. and Ravens Mmtrices are used. Because Form II
is more of a diagnostic instrument rather than an "early warning system",
some further items have been included in the performance section.

In order to measure the dependent variahle the Schonell reading and
spelling tests are included. Reading and spelling age are based upon
graded words becoming propressively more difficult. The level of reading
and spelling should of course herelated to the child's ability as well as
chronological age, to get areal measure of under- or over-achievement.

A samile of free writing is included, and this can be an important
diagnostic factor. The number of reversals, bii2rre spellinrs, cure
phonetic spellings, general motor control, fluency of idea and expression,
syntax, punctuation, etc:, may all add up to an overall picture of the
child's abilitiesf and particular attention should be directed to a
discrepancy heten the child's written performance and his language and
intelligence levels as-manifested orally. (Criteria for Free Writing items
RaLicnvitel; Critchley, Miles, Newton).

The final performance i4em is the graphomotor test in which the child
copies a pattern with right hand and left hand, with both hands at once,
and in different directions. This gives a general idea of fluency and
motor control as well as relating to the laterality items is the child
fluent with both hands, can he cope with two directions at once easily, etc?
Difficulties in directional motor fluency are highlighted. This test is
derived from work on directional confusion in skilled tasks (Gerhardt).
Form II then should give a wide view of the child's ahilities and
in relation to the reading and writing task.

Form III does not include any specific test items, hut gives examples
of the tyres of tests which might he used if further diagnosis is necessary,
and suggests referral tc s?ecialist agencies if any prohlem is highlighted.

The Index is'intended as a first screening procedure. It has Leen

devised to give. teachers (and others concerned with the education of young"
children) a means of being alerted to those children who will he 'at risk'
in our verbally biased educational system because of their predisposition
to dyslexic -type language difficulties.

The use of the early warning system will:

Give appropriate awareness tc teachers at the the critical time.

Ensure appropriate teaching and learninz programmes.
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Minimise the anxiety and guilt in both child and mother.
Enable optimum learninr to take place in other spheres.
Prevent children leinr regarded as "lesser" than they really are.
Ensure_healthy emotional and psychic acwich.
Fulfil a long-term objective of satisfactory and effective involve--

ment in the educational system of the country. In extreme cases
this cac help in preventing later "alienatioft" problems, pre-
delinquent behaviour, withdrawal,.anti-social compensatory
behaviour, involvement-with,drugs, etc.

In less extreme cases awareness and anpropriate teachinr will prevent
personal and familial anxiety and misery. It could also lead to society's

benefit in the effective deployment of each person's individual skills.
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